Toward system-level understanding of biological systems, we need a formalism to model and analyse them. Due to incompleteness of knowledge about quantitative parameters and molecular mechanisms, qualitative methods have been useful alternatives. We have been working on temporal logic-based approach for qualitative modelling and analysis of gene regulatory networks. Although our framework is well-established to model several aspects of gene regulation, we still lack treatment of alternative splicing, which contributes to proteomic diversity of eukaryotic organisms. In this paper we extend our logic-based qualitative framework to be able to capture alternative splicing, which is crucial to model the gene regulatory networks in eukaryotic organisms. We study mechanisms of alternative splicing and propose how we model each mechanism, then demonstrate the modelling method by analysing the regulatory network of sex determination in Drosophila and verify that the network ensures sex determination.
INTRODUCTION
To understand complex activities of the cell, mathematical and computational approach is indispensable. For precise mathematical modelling, we need huge amount of quantitative information. Such quantitative information available, however, is unfortunately limited and not sufficient despite of recent advances in biology. Instead, a lot of qualitative information about biological systems has been accumulated such as schematic network representations of gene-gene interactions, protein-protein interactions, signalling pathways, and so on. Thus a qualitative method for modelling and analysing biological processes based on qualitative information is desired.
In this context, several computational formalisms in biological modelling have been proposed: Boolean network (Thomas, 1991) , Petri net (Heiner et al., 2008) , timed automata (Batt et al., 2007) and process algebra (Ciocchetta and Hillston, 2009) , though all of them are not necessarily qualitative. In these formalisms, the possible behaviours of a system can be characterised by the traces of the model. Such computational formalisms need concrete information on molecular mechanisms and regulatory logics to construct a model. Since biological information is inherently incomplete, it is pointed out that constraintbased modelling is well-suited in biological modelling (Palsson, 2000) in which we give several constraints reflecting incomplete knowledge on the system to limit possible behaviours (solution space) of biological systems.
In accordance with the motivation of constraintbased modelling, we have been working on a logicbased qualitative approach to model and analyse behaviours of gene regulatory networks (Ito et al., 2010; Ito et al., 2013b; Ito et al., 2013a; Ito et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2015) which uses linear temporal logic (LTL) as the modelling language. In contrast to the original constraint-based modelling paradigm which intends to limit the quantitative possible behaviours, our approach aims to characterise qualitative possible behaviours using qualitative information of gene-gene interactions which is represented as gene regulatory networks. Since we only use qualitative information, the reasoning is also limited to qualitative properties. However, we can still analyse important properties of gene networks such as oscillation, stability and reachability, as it is pointed out that the overall behaviour is relatively insensitive to the exact numerical values of the kinetic constants (Palsson, 2000) .
One of the difficulties in modelling and analysing gene networks is the alternative splicing in eukaryotic organisms. Alternative splicing of a precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) gives rise to multiple transcrip- tion products from one gene. The selection of alternative splicing at an appropriate timing is critical for cell differentiation and sex determination. In quantitative approach, the splicing process can be modelled as thermodynamical reactions (Louis et al., 2003; Wen, 2013) . However, it is unclear how alternative splicing is modelled in qualitative approach. The aim of this paper is to establish a method for modelling alternative splicing in our LTL-based framework. In this paper we study mechanisms of alternative splicing and show how each mechanism can be modelled in LTL. We demonstrate our formal framework by modelling and analysing the network of sex determination in Drosophila (Camara et al., 2008; Salz and Erickson, 2010) .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review our LTL-based framework for modelling and analysing gene networks using LTL as a baseline of this work. In section 3 we study mechanisms of alternative splicing and present how we formally model them in our framework. In section 4 we demonstrate our formal framework in analysing the network of sex determination in Drosophila. The final section offers conclusion and future directions.
QUALITATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR MODELLING AND ANALYSING GENE NETWORKS USING LTL
A gene network is represented as a directed graph whose nodes and edges (labelled by +/-) represent genes and regulation relation (activation/inhibition) among them, respectively. In Fig. 1 we show an example of a gene regulatory network which consists of three genes. A behaviour of a gene network is represented as a time series of expression profiles of the genes in the network. Fig. 2 shows an example time series of the network depicted in Fig. 1 state transition system (called linear time structure) depicted in Fig. 3 . It consists of states (represented as circles) and transitions (represented as arrows). The configurations of the network at each state are shown by the propositions depicted below states. We have the following propositions to describe the configurations of the network:
• on x , on y , on z : whether genes x, y and z are ON or OFF, respectively. • x y , y z , z y : whether the expression level of gene x, y and z are beyond the threshold x y , y z and z y , respectively 1 .
We easily see that state 0 represents the configuration of the network at the beginning, state 1 represents the configuration between t 0 and t 1 , state 2 between t 1 and t 2 , and so on.
In general, there are many behaviours which can be produced by a single network depending on the initial conditions, input scenarios, response times, and so on. Our purpose is to model (or characterise) the set of possible behaviours for a given gene network. In quantitative approach, ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are widely used. In the current setting, we do not handle a numerical time series but a symbolic time series of a behaviour (a linear time structure). To characterise and reason about such structures, linear temporal logic (LTL) is the suitable mathematical language. LTL can be seen as propositional logic equipped with temporal operators such as G (Globally), F (Future), U (Until) and W (Weak until). Gφ means φ is always true, Fφ means φ is eventually true, φUψ means φ is true until ψ is true and φW ψ means φ is true until ψ is true or φ is indefinitely true (in this case ψ need not be true in any future). The formal syntax and semantics are omitted due to the space limitation.
We are to characterise the set of possible behaviours (linear time structures) for a given network. This can be done by specifying an LTL formula φ N for a given network N such that the set of possible behaviours of a network is characterised as {σ | σ |= φ N }, i.e. all linear time structures which satisfy the behaviour specification φ N . The problem of analysing 
Figure 2: Time series of expression levels of gene a, b and c in the network Fig. 1 . network behaviours, e.g. checking whether there is a behaviour which satisfies a certain property ψ (also written in LTL), can be solved by finding σ such that σ |= φ N ∧ ψ, i.e. checking satisfiability of the formula φ N ∧ ψ. Thus analysing a gene network is reduced to satisfiability checking of LTL. Once we have a formula φ N ∧ ψ, the analysis can be automatically done by LTL satisfiability checkers. LTL satisfiability checkers construct a Büchi automaton of a given LTL formula which precisely accepts the linear time structures in which the formula is true (Vardi and Wolper, 1994) . Hence if the language accepted by the automaton is empty, the formula is not satisfiable. The non-emptiness problem of Büchi automata is solved by checking the existence of a maximal strongly connected component containing accepting states of the automata.
Due to the space limitation, we do not show in detail how to specify φ N which characterises possible behaviours of a given network N. Interested readers would like to consult our previous work (Ito et al., 2015) . The key idea is the following qualitative principles of gene network behaviours:
• A gene is ON when its activators are expressed beyond some thresholds.
• A gene is OFF when its inhibitors are expressed beyond some thresholds.
• If a gene is ON, its expression level increases.
• If a gene is OFF, its expression level decreases.
By expressing these principles in LTL, we have a characterisation of possible behaviours of the network. We only show an example characterisation of the possible behaviours of the network in Fig. 1 . For this network we introduce the set of propositions {on x , on y , on z , x y , y z , z y }. Using these propositions, we have the following behaviour specification.
In this specification we assumed that gene y is OFF if gene z is inhibiting y nevertheless gene x is activating y. For this network let us check the bistability of the expression of gene y, which is written in LTL as:
We check the satisfiability of the conjunction of the above formulae. We used T 3 -builder (Aoshima, 2003) to check it and had the answer 'Yes'. This means that the network of Fig. 1 produces two opposite behaviours: a behaviour in which gene y is always ON after some time point and another behaviour in which gene y is always OFF after some time point, which is determined by whether gene x is ON.
MODELLING ALTERNATIVE SPLICING BY LTL
In the formal framework described in the previous section, we did not take alternative splicing into consideration. This section discusses how we model the alternative splicing in our framework. In most eukaryotic organisms, the process of gene expression consists of three steps: (i) a DNA region which encodes a gene is transcribed into a precursor messenger RNA (pre-mRNA), (ii) introns (and some exons) in a pre-mRNA are removed, and (iii) a processed mRNA is transported outside of a nucleus and translated into a protein. Alternative splicing happens in the step (ii) which causes the diversity of processed mRNA from a single pre-mRNA by removing some exons selectively as well as introns (Fig. 4) . Due to alternative splicing several isoforms of a protein are obtained from one gene.
A natural solution to handle alternative splicing is that we regard each isoform as being produced by different (virtual) genes. However, this treatment causes blow-up of the number of propositions and the size of a behaviour specification, which deteriorates the performance of analysis.
In this section we study the molecular mechanisms of alternative splicing (David and Manley, 2008; Hertel, 2008; Kornblihtt, 2005; Matlin et al., 2005) and propose how to model these mechanisms in LTL without introducing extra genes.
Mechanism 1.
One of the mechanisms of alternative splicing is the usage of multiple promoters. The mouse α-amylase gene is known to have this mechanism. For the purpose of illustration, let us consider a gene u which has two promoters X and Y (Fig.  5) . Gene u has two splicing patterns depending on promoters. The choice of promoters is made by a transcription complex. To model this mechanism in LTL, we introduce propositions TC X u and TC Y u to represent whether the levels of transcription complexes for promoter X and Y are sufficient, respectively. We write R + (u) and R − (u) for LTL terms representing conditions for activation(+) and inhibition(-) of gene u, respectively 2 . For example if gene v activates u and gene w inhibits u, R + (u) will be v u ∧ ¬w u and R − (u) will be ¬v u ∧ w u . Then conditions for activating/inhibiting gene u can be described as:
2 In general we have several conditions for activating/inhibiting gene u, but treatment is the same.
where the propositions on X u and on Y u represent gene u is expressed from promoter X and Y, respectively. Formula (1) says that if gene u is activated and the transcription complex for promoter X is sufficient and that for promoter Y is not sufficient, gene u is expressed from promoter X, not from promoter Y. Formula (2) describes the case that gene u is expressed from promoter Y. Formula (3) says that if gene u is not activated, gene u is expressed neither from promoter X nor from promoter Y. Note that we can use ↔ instead of → in the above formulae depending on our assumptions for a system to be modelled. (The same argument applies to the other mechanisms.)
The problem is that how we describe the case when both TC X u and TC Y u are true, i.e.
The situation is almost the same as the case when both activators and inhibitors are active for a gene, which is discussed in our previous work. The solution depends on the knowledge or assumption we have on a given network or a problem. 
. . , and clauses for the changes of the expression levels of them. These clauses are the same as those we have for normal genes.
Readers might wonder what is the difference from the modelling manner in that we split gene u into the (virtual) genes u X and u Y . If we do so, we must duplicate regulating terms R + (u) and Mechanism 2. The next mechanism of alternative splicing is the presence/absence of splicing factors (SFs). SFs bind to introns or exons and change the splice sites of an transcribed pre-mRNA of a gene. SFs can activate or inhibit a certain splice sites, but the important fact is that splicing is determined by whether SFs are binding or not. We assume that a gene u produces two isoforms u A (when the SF is binding) and u B (when the SF is not binding). We introduce a proposition SF u which represents the level of the SF exceeds the threshold SF u upon which the SF affects on splicing. Then conditions for activating/inhibiting gene u can be described as:
Formula (4) says that if gene u is activated and the level of the SF is beyond the threshold SF u , gene u produces the isoform u A . Formula (5) describes the case when the level of the SF is not enough to bind pre-mRNAs of gene u. In this case gene u produces the isoform u B . Formula (6) says that if gene u is not activated, u does not produce any isoform.
In general, multiple SFs (SF1, SF2, . . . ) involve the splicing of a gene u which results in many isoforms u A , u B , u C , . . . . By generalising the above formulae we can easily model such complex splicing. For each combination of effective SFs, we specify that the corresponding isoform is expressed (ON).
DEMONSTRATION
In this section we apply our method for modelling alternative splicing described in section 3 to analyse the network of sex determination in Drosophila (Camara et al., 2008; Salz and Erickson, 2010) .
Genes involved in this sex determination process are Sxl, tra, tra-2 and dsx. Sxl, tra and dsx have both male-specific and female-specific splicing. Moreover, Sxl has two promoters -the early promoter and the late promoter. Sxl is known to have two female-specific splicing -one from the early promoter and the other from the late promoter. Malespecific splicing of Sxl occurs only from the late promoter. Thus we have three isoforms from Sxl. We represent S e (from early promoter), S f (female-specific splicing from the late promoter) and S m (male-specific splicing) for each isoform. We similarly write t f (female-specific) and t m (male-specific) for tra, and d f (female-specific) and d m (male-specific) for dsx.
The network controlling sex determination in Drosophila is illustrated in Fig. 6 . First the isoform S e is produced from Sxl by the early promoter. S e activates female-specific splicing of Sxl itself and produces the isoform S f , which inhibits male-specific splicing of Sxl and tra. As a result tra produces female-specific isoform t f . This t f with tra-2 activates female-specific splicing of dsx.
To model this network in LTL we introduce the following propositions.
• on Here we show the essential part, i.e. how the splicing is controlled, of behaviour specification of the network. 
